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DAN MILANO, SENIOR ASSOCIATE, BARLOW ROBBINS, 08/04/2019  

Probate fee increase – Brexit like uncertainty
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At the time of writing it seems that Brexit is not the only matter in disarray.

For those unfamiliar with estate administrations, a grant of representation (commonly known as ‘probate’, although
strictly this is only when there is a Will) is a legal document con�rming a personal representative has authority to deal
with assets in the deceased’s estate.

On 7 February 2019 a Delegated Legislation Committee voted by 9 votes to 8 in favour of implementing the Ministry of
Justice’s (MoJ) new probate fee structure.  This narrow margin gives an indication of the differences of opinion on the
matter – sounds familiar at the moment, doesn’t it? 

A Probate Registry update at the end of March con�rmed the new fees will come into force 21 days after the �nal Order,
and not for applications from 1 April.

The proposed probate fee increase is from £155/£215 (solicitor/personal applications respectively) to the new fees
outlined below:

Value of Estate 
(passing via the
grant) 

Proposed
New Fee

Percentage of
estate (at
threshold)

Fee
Increase*

Fee Increase
(%)*

Less than £50,000
(previously £5,000) 

Free None (bene�t)
None

(bene�t)
None (bene�t)

£50,001 - £300,000 £250 0.5% £95 61

£300,001 - £500,000 £750 0.25% £595 384

£500,001 - £1,000,000 £2,500 0.5% £2,345 1,512

£1,000,001 -
£1,600,000 

£4,000 0.4% £3,845 2,480

£1,600,001 -
£2,000,000 

£5,000 0.31% £4,845 3,125

More than £2,000,000 £6,000 0.3% £5,845 3,771

Source (fee �gures): MoJ    * compared to a solicitor’s probate application fee 

The O�ce for Budget Responsibility con�rmed in conjunction with the March Spring Statement that “given the structure
of the fees, the Treasury expects the O�ce for National Statistics to classify them as a tax on capital rather than a
payment for a service”.  Despite this, the MoJ maintains this is a fee (producing an additional £185million annual
revenue by 2023).
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A new tax, rather than a fee, would require full debates followed by votes in both the House of Commons and Lords.
 Despite threats to do so, it remains to be seen whether any MP will take a formal stand against this.  Attention is
currently focussed elsewhere and there is a danger this could be sneaked through meanwhile.

Short term impacts

This has already led to hugely increased pressure on personal representatives, professionals, HMRC and the Probate
Registry.

The MoJ could have avoided the chaotic position by making a clear announcement well in advance of April.  An obvious
solution to avoid the rush and uncertainty would have been to state the new fees apply to deaths after a certain date.

A recognised procedure is in place to enable banks to release available cash directly to HMRC from the deceased’s
frozen accounts to meet inheritance tax due pre-grant.   Something similar will need to be quickly agreed for probate
fees.

Longer term impacts and planning

The inheritance tax ‘nil rate band’ has remained frozen since 2009 at £325,000 and, despite the introduction of the
‘residence nil rate band’ in 2017, there is a sense of increased taxation by stealthy means.  Estates which are just one
pound over a threshold will see a sharp jump in the probate fee payable.  Probate fees will inevitably become part of the
estate planning conversation for higher net worth clients.

Some of the key longer term concerns and planning points are:

Individuals may be more inclined to make lifetime gifts to remove value from their estate immediately for probate fee
purposes.  Advice will be necessary to avoid unexpected consequences.
Unlike inheritance tax there is no exemption to recognise assets passing to a spouse or charity. 
More assets could be held in the joint names of spouses so that these pass to the survivor on the �rst death outside of the
Will and probate process.  The same method could be used to pass assets to other intended bene�ciaries on a �rst or
second death scenario.  This approach could be inappropriate for numerous reasons.
More jointly held assets could lead to a decrease in charitable giving under Wills.  Charities have raised concerns. 
Funding the increased fees for larger estates will cause delay and more executor loans may be necessary.

Conclusion

Naturally there will be planning opportunities to avoid increased probate fees in some circumstances but, as with any
taxes (or ‘fees’), individuals should not let this completely drive decision making.
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